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Abstract: Statistical characteristics of combined lidar and radiometric measurements obtained from 

`satellite lidar CALIOP and ground-based sun-radiometer stations are used as input dataset for 

retrieving altitude profiles of aerosol parameters (LRS-C technique). The signal-to-noise ratio of the 

input satellite lidar signals increases when averaging over a large array of measured data. An al-

gorithm and a software package for processing the input dataset of the LRS-C sounding of at-

mospheric aerosol in the region with medium and low aerosol load have been developed. The pa-

per presents results of studying long term changes of the aerosol mode concentration profiles in the 

regions of East Europe (AERONET site Minsk, 53.92°N, 27.60°E) and East Antarctic (AERONET site 

Vechernaya Hill, 67.66°S, 46.16°E). 
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1. Introduction 

A method of combined lidar and radiometer sounding of atmospheric aerosol with ap-

plication of CALIOP [1] lidar data, measured in the area of radiometric stations (LRS-C 

technique) has been proposed and developed in [2-4]. In comparison with aerosol 

sounding by ground-based integrated lidar and radiometric stations (LRS method) [5], 

the application of LRS-C technique has increased the number of potential measuring sites 

up to 500 all over the planet, except for polar regions with a latitude greater than 80 °, 

which observations are not available due to the inclination of the CALIOP orbit plane, 

equal to 98.2°. 

The LRS-C technique can be applied for studying large scale aerosol changes over the 

areas with ground-based sun radiometer stations supplementing or replacing the data of 

stationary lidar systems. However, the main advantage of the LRS-C method is that it can 

be applied for the comprehensive analysis of large datasets obtained from regular ra-

diometric measurements by the AERONET [6] and SONET [7 ] stations, and from the 

CALIOP lidar sounding. The satellite lidar CALIOP was launched in June 2006.  
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Special algorithms and software are needed to work with large experimental datasets. 

Processing of LRS-C data is sequentially performed by two relatively independent pro-

cedures – collection and statistical processing of LRS-C datasets and retrieving mean 

values of aerosol parameters from the statistical characteristics of lidar and radiometric 

measured data.  

The first procedure is easily performed using specialized programs. The amount of cal-

culations at the second stage of processing is limited to a list of statistical parameters, 

required to characterize the process under the study, and only slightly depends on the 

amount of initial experimental data. So, the statistical version of the LRS-C technique is 

optimal for processing large radiometric and lidar datasets when a region with a large 

number of radiometric stations is studied. 

The lidar part of the input data at the stage of solving the ill-posed inverse problem is 

presented by the ensemble-averaged lidar signal. The signal-to-noise ratio of the aver-

aged lidar signals is much higher than the corresponding values for individual meas-

urements. As a result, the statistical variant of the LRS-C technique can be used to study 

aerosol layers with the extremely low aerosol load, like in Antarctic and mountain re-

gions.  

2. Method and processing procedure 

2.1. Idea of the method 

The idea of the statistical variant of the LRS-C technique is to use statistical characteristics 

of lidar and radiometric sounding datasets as input information for calculating the sta-

tistical characteristics of the aerosol parameters. It was necessary to make changes to the 

LRS-C data processing algorithm LIRIC-2 [2], the main of which are: 

- adding statistical characteristics of aerosol particles to the aerosol optical model; 

- defining the equations of relation between the statistical characteristics of input datasets 

and the parameters of the aerosol optical model; 

- correcting the algorithms for the final stage of LRS-C data processing, i.e. determination 

of the target parameters of the aerosol model, which minimize the differences between 

the measured and calculated statistical characteristics of the input datasets.  

The lidar equation that determines the relationship between the lidar signal and the pa-

rameters of the aerosol optical model is a linear form applied to the aerosol optical pa-

rameters only for small values of the aerosol optical depth. Otherwise, the relation be-

tween the statistical characteristics of the lidar signal and the aerosol optical parameters 

should be determined taking into account the probability density function (PDF) of the 

corresponding optical parameters. Similarly to [8], we use the normal PDF function to 

characterize aerosol optical parameters.  

2.2. Statistical ensemble of input data 

The first step in the LRS-C data processing procedure is the collection of input statistical 

dataset. Certain requirements have been defined for the procedure of coordinated 

ground-based and satellite LRS-C measurements. For each radiometrical station, a 

“measuring circle” with a radius ΔR of the order of 100–200 km is defined. The section of 

the CALIOP trajectory with length Δl, whose projection forms the chord of the circle, is 

the “measuring segment”. The lidar signals registered withing this segment are summed 

up after the “cloud-screen” procedure and forming an element of the input array of lidar 

data. The multiparameter method for identifying clouds and aerosol types along the 

CALIOP sounding path is described in [9]. The results are presented in the “Vertical 

Feature Mask Product” file, which is available in [10] along with the package of lidar 

data.  

https://context.reverso.net/перевод/английский-русский/slightly+dependent+on
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The trajectory of the CALIPSO satellite is sun-synchronous. The sounding of the 

atmosphere by the CALIOP lidar in the area of the radiometric station occurs 

approximately at the same Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). 

The array of aerosol optical parameters calculated from radiometric measurements 

within the time window Δt= ± 2 hours from satellite overpass time, forms an element of 

the input radiometric dataset.  

3. Results 

3.1. Temporal aerosol changes  

The statistical variant of the LRS-C technique was used to study of aerosol changes 

in the region of the AERONET site “Minsk”, 53.920°N, 27.601°E between 2006 and 2023. 

The radius of measuring circle was 200 km. So, “measuring circle” covered almost the 

entire territory of Belarus. The sun-synchronous orbit of the CALIPSO overpasses 

measuring circle (“overpasse event”) approximately 90 times a year at 11:00 UTC.  

The input statistical ensemble of lidar and sun-radiometer data includes day-time 

measured lidar sygnals at 11:00 UTC and radiometer data in the range 9:00 – 13:00 UTC.   

The key stage of LRS-C data processing is the selection of an aerosol optical model 

whose parameters need to be retrieved. Two variants of the LRS-C data processing 

algorithm were tested. They differ in the initial aerosol model and sets of input data: 

- the AERONET two-mode aerosol model with fine (F) and coarse (C) aerosol modes; the 

ensemble of input data includs arrays of lidar signals at 532 and 1064 nm and column 

optical parameters of aerosol modes, calculated from radiometric observations;  

- the more detailed three-mode aerosol model in which the coarse mode is divided 

into two submodes of coarse spherical (C1) and coars non-spherical (C2) particles; the 

ensemble of input data is supplemented with rows of the depolarized lidar signals at 532 

nm and column values of the “sphericity” (ratio of the column concentration of C1 

particles to the column concentration of total coarse particles). 

The results of processing and analisis of the LRS-C data are presented in figures 1 – 3.  

Fine partical concentration profiles are almost identical for both variants for total 

period and for seasons, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The sum of (C1) and (C2) concentration profiles 

is close to the profile of the total concentration of coarse particles.  

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1. Altitude profiles of the aerosol average volume concentrations, CV [cm3/cm3] (a) – the 

three-mode aerosol model, (b)- the two-mode aerosol model; horizontal bars are uncertainties of 

concentration; the total number of overpass events, N = 1384; AOD= 0.15/0.11 (average/standard 

deviation, 532 nm). 
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The formation of average concentration profiles shown in Fig. 1 occurs under the 

influence of processes, which determine the total amount of aerosols matter as a result of 

emissions from regional natural and anthropogenic sources and long-range transport of 

atmospheric impurities, as well as features of geophysical characteristics. 

These factors are subject to seasonal changes. Seasonal mean concentration profiles 

of aerosol fractions are shown in Fig. 2. The upper boundary of the mixing layer shifts 

from 0.6 – 0.8 km (W) to 2 – 2.5 km (S). Concentration of non-spherical aerosol particles is 

weak in lower atmospheric layer during cold time of thee year. 

The total LRS-C data was divided into 4 periods. Changes in the concentration 

profiles of aerosol fractions, their column concentrations and AOD (532) are presented in 

Figure 3 and Table 1. There was a trend towards decrease the total amount of small 

particles (fine mode) and their concentration in the lower layer.  

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Seasonal chainges of aerosol volume concentration profiles; similar to Fig.1; additional 

letters, S/W, indicate half-year seasons: S - Apr.÷Sept., N=709; AOD = 0.16/0.12;  

W°-°Oct.÷March; N=675; AOD (532) = 0.13/0.10. 
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Figure 3. Temporal variations in aerosol mode volume concentration profiles; similar to 

Fig.1; (a) fine mode; (b) coarse spherical mode; (c) coarse spheroid mode. Time periods 

are indicated in the legends; N=379; 415; 401; 188.  
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Table 1. Temporal changes of column concentrations of aerosol modes and AOD (aver./st. dev.) 

Time period Fine (F) Coarse Spherical (C1) Coarse Spheroid (C2) AOD (532) 

2006 - 2010 0.029 0.022 0.011 0.19/0.15 

2011 - 2015 0.023 0.019 0.011 0.15/0.11 

2016 - 2020 0.021 0.018 0.012 0.14/0.10 

2021 - 2023 0.019 0.019 0.010 0.12/0.08 

3.2. Aerosol concentration profiles in the East Antarctic region  

Results of radiometric measurements at the AERONET site Vechernaya Hill, 67.66°S, 

46.16°E and CALIOP lidar data in this region during the Antarctic summer seasons 

(December - March) from 2008 to 2023 are presented in Fig.4 . Day-time CALIOP 

measurements were carried out in Vechernaya Hill about 12:00 UTC   

Figure 4a shows altitude profiles of the aerosol average volume concentration for 

fine and coarse modes. Small particles make up the dominant aerosol fraction. The 

maximum concentration value is recorded in the lower layer. Course particles are often 

found in the middle troposphere. Their column consentration is much lower, and the 

variability is much higher in comparison with the parameters of fine particles. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Altitude profiles of the aerosol average volume concentrations, (F) fine mode, (C) 

coarse mode; N = 482; AOD= 0.045/0.017 (b) Temporal changes of column concentrations of fine 

aerosol mode. The boundaries of the aerosol layers are indicated in the legend of the diagram. 

Figure 4b demonstrates temportal changes of total amounts of small particles in 

tropospheric and stratospheric aerosol layers during measuring seasons. The 1st 

measuring season was held in 2008 - 2009 , etc., last 15th season - in 2022-2023. The 

increase in the column amount of small particles in the stratosphere during the 12th 

measuring season (2019–2020) is probably a consequence of the rise of forest fire smoke 

into the stratosphere in Australia [11]. Hunga Tonga–Hunga Haʻapai volcano eruption 

during December 2021 – January 2022 sent clouds of ash about 60 km height into the 

atmosphere and could increase the amount of matter in the stratosphere in the Antarctic 

area, including the Vechernaya Hill region. 

4. Discussion and conclusions   

Synergy of data from ground-based radiometric measurements and satellite lidar 

sensing led to new information on large-scale spatial and temporal changes of aerosol 

fractions.  
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Statistical variant of LRS-C technique and software LIRIC-2 can be used as a com-

prehensive tool for processing large datasets of combined ground-based radiometer ob-

servations by AERONET and SONET stations, as well as satellite lidar CALIOP sounding. 

The new technique provided studying altitude distribution of average aerosol pa-

rameters in the regions with the low atmospheric aerosol load.  
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